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Abstract

are the discretevelocity and pressurespacesfor the NavierStokesequations; JPivx JP• are the discrete velocity and

This paper deals with a viscous/inviscidcoupledmodel.
A new global variational formulation is introduced. The
coupledequationsare approximatedby a spectral method

pressurespacesfor the Euler equations). In the existing

usingthe discretespaces(JP:vx JP:v-2)x
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Introduction

literature, the numerical algorithm used to solve the resuitant discreteequationswas iteration-by-subdomain resolution. An effective iterative procedure requires exact
convergenceanalysisand repeated resolutionsto reach the
convergence,which is often theoretically non trivial and
numerically costly. Instead, the new variational formulation that we are going to introduce here allows us to
globallysolvethe coupledproblem. This global resolution
methoddoesnot requirethe convergence
analysisof the interfaceiterative procedure;it alleviatesthe needfor repeat

computationsand offerspotential advantagesas regards
to the overall computational cost. This paper follows the

Coupling different partial differential equations,as a particular implementation of domain decompositionideas, allows faster solution in many cases. Indeed, in the simulation of the fluid flow past an obstacle,for instance,often
a complexand expensivemodel is only neededin a small
fraction of domain. Outside this region we can use a simpler model. There has been much work on this research

worksof [6]andconsiders,
furthermore,the discretespaces
(JPNx iPN_2)x (JP:v-2x JP•-a). We givethe comparisons

domain(see[3]for the theoretical
justification,[1]for the

2

numerical implementation on finite element methods and

of the costsbetweenthe pure Navier-Stokesmodel and the
coupledNavier-Stokes/Eulermodel.

Viscous/inviscid coupling

[6]for the first approximation
by spectralelementmethods). An essentialpoint in this type of approximation For the sakeof simplification,considerdomainfl =] intofl- =]- 2,0[x•- 1,1[
consistsof finding correctconditionson the interfacesep- 2,2[x]- •,•[, whichis broken
arating the viscous and inviscid subdomains. Secondly,
appropriate algorithm is also important to the numerical implementation. The coupled model consideredhere

andfl+ =]0,2[x]- 1,1[. LetFk = 0f•C•0fl;',
k = -, +;F =

hasbeenfirstinvestigated
in [6]wherethe discretespaces

For any integerm, let H'•(fl) be the classicalHilbert
Sobolevspace,providedwith the usual norm [[. Jim.n,

(lløNx llø:V_•)x (lløNx llø•) wereused(wherellø• x llø•_•
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Off- C•Off+. • is the normalon 0fl to fl, and •-, •+ are
the normalson F to fl-, fl+, respectively.

andalsowith the semi-norm
[. [,,•.n. Lo•(fl)= {•.:v •
= 0).
Throughout this paper, with any function • definedin

361005, PRC.

fl, weidentifyby •k therestriction
in fl• of ½,k = -, +.
Reciprocally,
forthefunctions
• definedin fl•, wedenote
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by • the pair (•-, •+).
Considerthe viscous/inviscidcoupledproblem: Find
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twopairs(if-, if+), (p-, p+) definedin (fl-, fl+) respec-
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tively, such that:

and compatibilityof the form b. The three firstsare proven
in a classicalway. The last one is provenif we show:there
exists a positive constant •, such that

{aff--vAff-+Vp=fV.ff-=0
infl-,

(1)

95

aft+
+Vp+ == 0f V.q+=0onr-,
infi+,
aif+ ßif,

= 0

inf sup

•

on F +,

•x

b(•,q)
> f)
II•11xllqll• -

where
f• L2(•)2 anda, v aretwopositive
constants. whichcanbe foundin [7].
Define two real Hilbert spaces:

X-- {•7;ffln-• H•(•-)2,ffln+ • L2(•+)2, fflr- -0},

3

Spectral discretizations

M- {q;q[n-• L2(fl-),qln+• H•(n+),fnq-O }
with the norms

ror
Let •

It has beenproven[7] that the equations(1), with the
following interface conditions:

=

-*7 +'if+

be the spaceof all polynomialsof degree _< N.

(N + 1)2 Gauss-Lobatto
pointsandweightscorresponding
to the subdomain
fl•(k =-, +) . Let •v = {•ij,k;i,j =
0,... ,N}.
A classicalmethod of solving a coupled problem consistsof exhibiting its solution as a limit of solutionsof two

Off_•_ p+
if+
ff-'ff-

estimations

•/•,&andwi•,•(i,j - 0,...,N) denote,
respectively,
the

II•11x-II•-IIx,n- + I1•110,•+,
Ilqll• -IIq-II0.•- + Iq+lx,•+ß

vO-• -pn =

and er-

onF,
onF

subproblems
within fl- and •+. This is doneby considering the followingiterative procedure: first the one of two
subproblems,in •2- for instance:

are well-posedin X x M, and the correspondingvariational
formulation writes: Find ff x p • X x M, such that

aff-yAff+Vp
=f in
•2-,
V.ff
ff

a(ff, if) + y(Vff-, Vff-)_ - (p-, V. •-)_

Off
v•-•-p.•-

•+I+
ßVq+)+
if+,
ff-)r
=(j(•)
V•eX,
(2)+(Vp+,
(V.ff_,q_
_-_ (p+
(ff+,
_ (ff_
.ff_,q+)r
=0
Vq • 3,1,

=
=

0
0

in •2-,
on F-,

= p+ßif+

onF

is solvedwith a Neumann-typeconditionp+. if+ arbitrary;
then, knowingif- on F, we solvethe other subproblem:

where (., ')k, (', ')r are definedby

(,:.t')•.=fn
•', (•,•,)r=fr•V•,
k=-,+.

aft+
V'p
= f in
fl+,

k

Theorem 2.1 For all ct and v positive,problem(œ) has
one unique solution in X x M.

V.ff
if-ff

=
=

if.if+

=

0
0

ff-.ff+

in fl+,
on F +,
on F

whichgivesp+; andsoon until the convergence
bereached.

Proof The proof is standard by using the saddle-point
The procedurerequiresgenerally a certain number of retheorem.We write problem(2) in the form: Find ff x p •
peat resolutionsto reach the convergence.
X x M, such that
But here, we choosethe strategy called "global reso-

a(ff,
ff)+b(ff,
p)= (f,ff) Vff•X,
b(ff,q)

=

0

Vq • M,

lution", whichhas beenfirst usedin [6]. Precisely,we
considerthe discretecoupledproblem: Find ff2vx p• •
X•

x M•,

such that

where forms a and b are defined as follow:

•(•, •) =
,(•, q) =

.(a,.) + •(v•-, w-)_
va,, e x,
-(q-, X7ß•-)_ + (X7q+,
v-'+)+
+(q+, if- ßff-)r
Vff• X, q • M.

The saddle-pointtheorem consistsin verifying four properties: continuity and ellipticity of the form a; continuity

bN(fiN, qN)
=
0
VqNe
• X•v,
MN
(3•a•v(q2v,Y•v)+b•v(Y•v,p2v
=(f,•2v)2v
¾•2v
where

x• = x n (•n(fl-) x •n_2(fl+)),
M 2v= M I• (•o•v_2(fl-) x •o•v_2(fl+)),

Navier-Stokes/EulerGlobal Resolution
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and aN, bN are two bilinear forms, defined by

Define the space

VN -- {•7N;•7N• XN,bN(•N,qN) = 0, VqN• ]kiN}

VSN, •7N • XN,

The error estimationsare given in the following theorem.

bN(GN,qN)
= --(q•v,V'•N)-,N+ (VqN
+ •• N)+,N--2
+(qN
+, •'

ff-)r,N

Theorem

V• ½XN, qN• MN,

3.2 Assume that the solutions of the prob-

lem (1) satisfy5 = 5- x 5+ • Ht(f•-) • x Hm-i(f•+) •,
p = p- xp+ 6 Hl-•(f• -) xHm(f•+), where
I andm arereal

where

numbers,
I _>2, m _>2;furthermore,
assume
f 6 H•(f•) •,

(a,•)N = (5-, o'-)_,N+ (5+,

wherea is a real number _>2, then the approximate solu-

tionsof (3) 5N = 5• x u•,pN = P•VX p+•verify

with
N

(5-, œ7-)_,N
= Ei,j=o(U. v-'-)(%._)we,_,
N N
w•N-2 •~+
N-• '
(if+,t•)+.N-2 = •i,j=OX
u ' •(•N-2•
Ix•ij,+/•ij,+

(v,V)•.N
=Z•=o(VV)(•.-)w•.-

(orequivalently,
N (vV)(•o•,+)Wo•.+).
N N
= E•=o
g•%first statethe followingresults[2].

Lemma 3.1 Themexistprojectionoperators
•

L2(Q
•) in •N(Qt'),k = --,+; •'•
H•(•-),fflr

from Proof Estimation (5) is a direct consequenceof

•om {ff;ff •

= 0} in {•N;•N • •X(•-),YNIr

= 0} and

lemma3.2 and followingresult [2]:

HN+'• fromH•(Q+) in •N(Q +) suchthat
V•H•(fl•),

--.1

m)0,

C[ inf (115- •NIIx q- sup (a•x •V,•,
•x •V.x-

k=-,+,

ax)(ff.¾,
uT:v))

(b- b.v
)(tFx.
qx))

(4)II;- nx •11•,•• CXX-mll•ll,,.nv• • H'"(• -) m • 1,
I• - •+'•
N •lx.n+• cmx-mll•llm.n+
V• • Hm(• +) m & l.
Theorem 3.1 The discreteproblem(3) is well posedin
the spaceXN x 3[N.
Proof The proof is done as in the theorem 2.1. The
verificationof the "Inf-Sup"is given in Lemma 3.2 below.

Remark 3.1 The estimate(5) is not optimal. It couldbe
improvedby lookingfor a better estimation for the term

inf II5 -YN IIx. We referthisquestion
to [2].

•,x,6Ix

Lemma 3.2 There exists a positive constant•N, possibly
dependingon N, such that
inf

sup

•.•M• •.•x•

4

Description of the algorithm

Let Ua,Pa(k = -,+) be the valuesat the globalcollocation points of the velocity and the pressure. D- and

II•NllxllqNllM

Proof The proof followsthe same lines as in the continuous case. We give only the estimation of the "Inf-Sup"
constant/3N:

(D+)T denotethediscrete
divergence
operators.
B- and
B + are the associated mass matrices. W denotes the discrete trace operator. Define

L• = aBa + v (D-)(D-)r6t_.
with

where•

is the local"Inf-Sup"constant
corresponding
to

the Navier-Stokes part.

rn

1

5•_= 0

k=+
k=-
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We write discreteproblem(3) at the followingmatrix
st at ement:

]LU+IDP

(6)

=

whereD/Dr is the total derivativein the directionf. We
discretize(10) in time by an implicitscheme:

]BF

n)ru = o

au

- raft -"+• + Vp-"+•
- f-"+• + af-"

where 0 is zero vector, and

U+

, P-

in •-

in •+
.•_n+l

U--

95

p+

,

0

L+

u

'

It--0

wherea = •tt with At the timestep,andX"(X) =

0

D+

]B=

X(x, (n + 1)At, nat) is the solutionof

0 B+ '

(11)dx

It is assumedthat the boundary conditionsin the viscous
•r----ffn(x),X(x,(n+l)t;(n+l)t)--x
part are already incorporated into the matrix operators.
%Veusethe globaliterativeUzawaprocedureto solve(6).
The time schemeis unconditionallystable, and each time
Formally, (6) can be equivalentlyreplacedby the two sepiterationrequiresa coupledviscous/inviscid
resolutionplus
arated systems:
a transport of the previoussolutionon the characteristics.
(7)
]Dr]L-•IDP = ]DT]L-11BF
We note that, on the interfaceF, we have f- ßif- -- f+.
if-. Thus (11) is solvedgloballyin all domainfi without
(8)
=mF-DP
any additional interface conditionson F.

Notingthat IDTIL-11Dis a positive
definitesymmetric
matrix, the pressurecan be solvedby an inner/outer conjugate gradient iterative procedure. An important point 6
to note is that the matrix IL in (7) and (8) is diagonal
by bloc on the interface level, which means that the inner
procedure is only neededin the viscouspart.

5

Generalization

to the

coupled

Navier-Stokes/Euler equations
We generalizethe coupledmodel (1) to the coupledproblem between the Navier-Stokes equations and the Euler
equations:

Numerical

results

We give a numerical example obtained by using the al-

gorithm presentedin previoussections.We considerthe
equation(9) with an exact analyticalsolution:

u•(x,y) = 1-y2, u2(x,y) -- 0, p(x,y) = sin•rxsin•ry.
Table 1 lists the discreteL2-error of ff- fin using
the pureNavier-Stokes
(NS), coupledNavier-Stokes/Euler
with (/PN x/Px-2) x (/PN x/Px) version(N'S/EU(1)) and
coupledNavier-Stokes/Euler
with (/PN x/Px-2) x (/PN-2 x
/PN-•) version(NS/EU(2)). The systems(7)-(8) aresolved
by the multigradient solver. The three methods give the

•-+(ff-.V)ff--vAff-+Vp-=f-•+

(9)

inQ-

O__•
+ (if+.V)f++Vp+= f+

inQ+

N

NS

NS/Eu(1)

i-(O) = 55 in fi-

in fi+

5

9.49E-04

1.04E-0a

8.66E-03

7

2.56E-04

2.38E-04

6.23E-04

if-Jr- = 0

f+(0) = •

f+ ß•+[r+ = 0

with the incompressibility
V. f = 0, whereQ• = ft• x
(0,T), k = -, +, andf•, U•oaretwofunctions
given.The
non-linearterm is treated by the method of characteristics.

That is, we rewrite (9) underthe form
--

(10)

sameaccuracyand convergeexponentially.

vAf-

DtDf+

+ Vp- = f-

-•-+Vp

f-(0)=f•
q-It--0

+ +
=f

NS/Eu(2)

9

2.17E-05

2.08E-05

2.95E-05

11

9.67E-06

2.23E-06

5.03E-06

13

4.82E-07

2.56E-06

8.95E-07

Table 1: DiscreteL•-error of f - fN
in Q
Table 2 lists the execution time in minutes on PC 486DX

inQ

infif+(0)=U•o infi+
f+'ff+lr+=0'

usingthe three models.The programsare written in Fortran and compiledwith NDP486. The schemein time is
of 2-order. We take N = 11, At = 0.01, • = 0.001.

Navier-Stokes/EulerGlobal Resolution

Time steps

NS
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NS/Eu(1) NS/Eu(2)

10

1.50m

1.20m

20

2.10m

2.01m

1.47m

30

2.55m

2.38m

2.07m

40

3.35m

2.57m

2.15m

50

4.07m

3.20m

2.51m

Table 2: Execution

0.88m
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Conclusions

and

discussions

In conclusion,we have presenteda coupledmodel and
its global resolutionalgorithm. The theoretical analysis and the numerical test show the effectivenessof
the method. The comparisonsof the execution time

betweenthe viscous/inviscidcoupledresolutionand
tho pure viscous(i.e. globalNavier-Stokes
equations)
resolution have been done. The partial results show

that the (F'•, x •PN-•) x (•P•vx •P,v) approximative
viscous/inviscid
coupledmodel is more economical
than the pure •P,v x •[P2v-2viscous model and that

(J•PNX J•N-2) X (J•PN-2X J•N-2) versionis evenmore
so.

In our numerical test the gain is obtained for the domain splitted only into two sanhesubdomains. The
gain would be greatly increasedif we usedthe NavierStokes equations only in a small fraction of domain.

The simulation of complex flows will produce a large
and full matrix before the pressure P. The "simple" nestedconjugategradient algorithm, in this case,
would no longer be efficient. One way to recover a
rapid convergenceof the Uzawa algorithm is to use a
preconditioner.
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